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1> What is the name of Rachel's daughter in the TV show "Friends"? 
 

   a. Anna 
   b. Emma 

   c. Ella 
   d. Eva 

 
 

2> Which male member of the gang does not have a PhD in the TV show "The Big 
Bang Theory"? 

 
   a. Howard 

   b. Sheldon 
   c. Raj 

   d. Leonard 
 

 
3> One of the inventions Kramer was selling was called "the Bro". What was it? 

 
   a. An encrypted communication device 

   b. A male brassiere - a bra for men 
   c. A new brand of beer 

   d. An agency for romances 
 

 
4> Hal taught his master skills of one particular sport to Malcolm. What sport 

("Malcolm in the Middle")? 
 

   a. Cycling 

   b. Tennis 
   c. Roller skating 

   d. Hang-gliding 
 

 
5> What killed Charlie Harper ("Two and Half Men")? 
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   a. A fall from a skyscraper 

   b. A train 
   c. Pig flu 

   d. Heart attack 
 

 
6> What was G.O.B.'s favorite means of transportation ("Arrested 

Development")? 
 

   a. A bicycle 
   b. A limo 

   c. Segway 
   d. A horse 

 
 

7> "The eyes are the ___ of the head." What is Dwight talking about ("The 
Office")? 

 
   a. Groin 

   b. Weakest spot 
   c. Underbelly 

   d. Target 
 

 
8> What is Ron Swanson's middle name? 

 
   a. Ulysses 

   b. Hercules 
   c. Homer 

   d. Henry 
 

 
9> Who plays Marshall Eriksen in "How I Met Your Mother"? 

 
   a. Jason Segel 

   b. Josh Radnor 
   c. Bob Saget 

   d. David Henrie 
 

 
10> In "30 Rock" Jenna started a fake relationship with a famous Hollywood actor 

to stop the rumours he is in love with a Japanese body pillow. Who was the actor? 
 

   a. Christopher Waltz 
   b. James Franco 



   c. Toby Maguire 

   d. Justin Berfield 

 
 

11> Dee had a pet cat. What happened to it ("It's Always Sunny in 
Philadelphia")? 

 
   a. It was run over by a car 

   b. It was trapped in the wall 
   c. It was stuck on a tree 

   d. It choked on a mouse 
 

 
12> What was Troy's high school sport ("Community")? 

 
   a. Football 

   b. Basketball 
   c. Lacrosse 

   d. Hockey 
 

 
13> What was the nickname Carla gave to J.D. ("Scrubs")? 

 
   a. D.J. 

   b. Betty 
   c. Bambi 

   d. Lucky 
 

 
14> In season 4 of "Family Guy", Peter and Lois meet Mel Gibson on top of a 

mountain. What mountain? 
 

   a. Mount Rushmore 
   b. Ayers Rock 

   c. Mount Everest 
   d. Mount McKinley 

 
 

15> In season 5 of "Curb Your Enthusiasm", Larry David met his guardian angels. 
One of them was played by Dustin Hoffman. What about the other one? 

 
   a. Pablo Francisco 

   b. Adam Sandler 
   c. Sacha Baron Cohen 

   d. Al Pacino 
 



 

 

 
Answers:  

 
1> Emma - Rachel's sister could never remember Emma's name.  

2> Howard - At least Howard's devices are launched into space.  
3> A male brassiere - a bra for men - Cosmo Kramer suffers from coulrophobia.  

4> Roller skating - Hal is also a fan of sport walking and arcade dancing.  
5> A train - The show suggests that Rose pushed Charlie in front of the train.  

6> Segway - G.O.B.'s illusions usually start with the song 'The Final Countdown'.  
7> Groin - Dwight is a known martial arts fan.  

8> Ulysses - Nick Offerman, who plays the role of Ron, is also a carpenter in real 
life.  

9> Jason Segel - Marshall has Scandinavian roots.  
10> James Franco - The 7th season is meant to be the final season of the show.  

11> It was trapped in the wall - Actors who play Dee Man Mac are married in real 
life.  

12> Football - Troy did a keg flip, which cost him his scholarship.  
13> Bambi - Dr. Cox, on the other hand, preferred to call J.D. girl names.  

14> Mount Rushmore - Gibson gave Lois up in exchange for a copy of the sequel 
for The Passion of the Christ.  

15> Sacha Baron Cohen - Sacha Baron Cohen also appeared in 'Madagascar', 
'Borat' and 'Sweeney Todd'. 

 
 

 

 

 
 


